
1. Start by cutting the CH00532 - 2.2mm Cable Chain into 2 pieces. In this design Jacquelyn cut these in two 4 inch pieces. You could 
use the full foot of chain and cut it in half if you want the necklace longer.
 
2. Cut about 1.5 feet of the Soft Flex from the spool.
 
3. Slide a crimp tube on to the Soft Flex, then loop the Soft Flex through one end of one piece of the chain you cut in step 1. Loop the 
Soft Flex back though the crimp tube and gently pull to get the crimp tube close to the chain.  Leave about 1/8 inch of a tail, then do 
a flat crimp. To do this you can use a chain nose pliers or a flat nose is good too.
 
4. Start adding your beads to the Soft Flex
 • Slide 3 of the gold enamel tube beads to the beading. With the first bead you add, tuck the 1/8 inch tail into that bead. 
In this DIY, you will receive a pack of 10 of the gold enamel tube beads so you can add more if you choose. Just make sure you have 
enough for the other side. 
 • Start adding the Zirconia rondelles. In this example, Jacquelyn put about 70 beads on, or approximately 6.25 inch of beads.
 • Add the other 3 gold enamel tube beads to the beading wire.
 • Slide a crimp tube on after the gold beads, then thread the beading wire through the 2nd piece of the chain you cut in 
step 1, and then back through the crimp tube and a couple of the beads. Gently pull the end of the beading wire to get it snug, but 
not too snug. You want the beads to be able to breathe. (Kidding, beads don’t breathe, but just make sure they have a little wiggle 
room.) Now do a flat crimp to secure the beading wire in place. Trim the access beading wire. 
 
5. Cut the CH01004 – 1.25mm Beading Chain to your desired length. Jacquelyn used 16 inches for her design, but you can use more if 
needed. You will have 2 feet to work with.
 
6. Add a little glue into one of the Y008574 – Cord End with Loop. We highly suggest using the Loctite glue (Z007890) but you can 
use the glue of your choice. Slide the cord end onto the chain and hold for a few seconds. Some glue bonds faster than others so use 
caution when assembling the rest of the necklace. 
 
7. Slide the flower charm onto the beading chain, and then repeat step 6 on the other end of the beading chain.
 
8. Cut the CH01158 – 8.4mm Paperclip chain to desired length. This design, Jacquelyn used 16.25 inches. 
 
9. Using one of the jump rings, connect one end of all 3 of the chains and add the lobster clasp. Close the jump ring. 
 
10. Using another jump ring, attach the other end of all 3 chains together, and add the necklace extender. Close the jump ring. 
***We suggest giving the glue time to cure before wearing. The fully cured time will vary based on the glue used. 

Tools Needed:
- Two Chain Nose Pliers
- Cutter
- Loctite Glue (Z007890)

DIY0205 DIY Spring Flowers Gold Necklace

Components List

(1) Z021694 - 14mm 14k Gold Plated Brass Oval Floral Charm/Pendant

(1) Z018428 - 6mm Gold Enamel Tube Bead - 10 Beads

(1) ZIR3RL-F-MULTI - Cubic Zirconia Multi 2x3mm Rondelle Faceted

(1) Y008574 - 2mm (1mm ID) Gold Plated Brass Cord End Cap with Loop - 4 Pack

(1) Z003807 - 2 Inch Gold Plated Brass Curb Chain Necklace Extender

(2) CH01158 - 8.4mm Gold Plated Small Paperclip Cable Chain

(2) CH01004 - 1.25mm Gold Plated Brass Beading Chain

(1) CH00532 - 2.2mm Gold Plated Soldered Cable Chain

(1) Z001212 - Soft Flex FINE Gauge Satin Silver 0.014 Inch Diameter Beading Wire

(1) A004833 - 2mm Gold Plated Crimp Tubes

(1) Z011514 - 5mm Gold Plated 18 Gauge Round Jump Rings - 25 Pack

(1) A008658 - 12mm Gold Plated Lobster Claws

Directions:


